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Introduction. First we extend the notion of secant variety in-
troduced by E. Lluis in [6] for a projective variety embedded in 
some (fixed) F~ , to any quasi-projective morphism g~ X ~ Y 
(relative to a fixed Y-embedding i: X ~F~), where Y is a 
(not necessarily separated) quasi-compact scheme. Even the in-
traduction of reducible schemes, projective over a field k 
makes it impossible to work with generic points in the classical 
sense~ Trivial examples show ~hat the secant scheme may be larg~ 
than the union of the secant varieties for each irreducible com-
ponent. 
Even so, it turns out that the estimate for the dimension 
of the secant variety given by Lluis in [6] holds also in the 
general case~ It's less than or equal to 2dim(X) + 1 - dim(Y) , 
cf. Theorem 2. 
In the classical case one obtains a stratification of the 
secant variety Sc(X) by letting Sc(X)i denote the closure of 
the union of all lines with i + 1 or more points in common with 
X • In fact, if 
trizes F 1 's in 
denotes the Grassmanian which parame-
I' c F~ x Gk ( 1 , N) 
Sic Gk(1,N) dence correspondence, and let 
denote the inci-
be the closure of 
the set of points which correspond to lines with i + 1 or more 
points in common with X • Then 
gives what we want. 
In general all Sc(X)i's may be equal, for example if X 
is a linear subspace. On the other hand, if X is a smooth 
curve, projective over the field K then Sc(X) 1 = Sc(X) 2 im-
plies that X is either a line, or in characteristic 2, a plane 
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conic ([9]). Furthermore, it follows by a theorem of Lluis ([7]) 
that if Sc(X) 1 = Sc(X) 2 for a projective smooth variety X in 
N (~ = 2din(X) + 1) 
Fk /Where k is of characteristic zero, then X is contained 
in some FNk1 It may be shown, using a theorem in [3], 
that this holds in all characteristics, cf. [5]. 
The stratification of the secant variety for a projective 
variety may be carried out analogously for a quawi-projective 
morphism. 
Finally, in the classical case one studies the subvarieties 
Sc(X,q)i , defined similarly to Sc(X)i , but with Fq's instead 
of F 1 's. In [6] it is shown that 
dim Sc(X,q)i ~ (q-i)(N-q) + q + (i+1) dim(X) • 
This construction may also be generalized, and a similar estimate 
for the dimension holds. 
One reason why we think this is interesting, is the follow~ 
If X is a smooth, projective scheme over the infinite 
field k of dimension n , one can show that X may be embedded 
in F~n+ 1 (cf. [6], [3] and [5].) If X is a variety and 
n + 1 < m < 2n then there is a projective variety y c JPm k ' a 
birational f: X _, y and a descending chain [Y.) i=1, ••• ,n of 
1 
closed subsets in y 
' 
such that for all Y E yi-1 - Y. 1 ' the 
geometric number of points in f-1 (y) is equal to i 
' 
see [7]. 
Moreover, dim(Y.) < n- i(m-n) . If m = 2n, one may choose f 
1 -
such that the geometric number of points in f- 1(y) is at most 
2 , cf. [ 3]. 
From this classical point of view one may proceed in two 
directions: One of them leads to formal embedding and projection 
theorems, [3]. Here the link with the classical case is that 
one applies the formal theory to the completion of the local ring 
at the vertex of the affine come over a projective scheme. But 
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another problem is to look for simultaneous embeddings of famllies 
of projective schemes, parametrized by some scheme Y : In other 
words, given a projective morphism 
such that there exists a Y-embedding 
g: X ~ Y , find minimal 
i: X ~ PN y 
N 
Furthermore, in this setting one should be able to prove a 
"projection theorem" similar to what one has in the classical 
case. 
The secant scheme. For later reference we first list the follow-
ing well-known 
,.....__,. 
Proposition 1 • Let X E ]?N k be a k-point, and let JPN k denote 
the blowing up with center X • If pr1 and pr2 are the pro-
jections, we have the commutative diagram 
( 1 ) 
such that 
i) 1 is a F 1-bundle. /\X 
ii) nx(A; 1 (y))3 x, and is a projective line defined over 
k(y) . 
iii) y J-> TIX (A; 1 ( y)) 
k-points of IPN k 1 
X • 
establishes a bijection between the 
and the Fi's in F~ passing through 
Using this proposition, it is easily verified that for any 
l'if projective scheme X in Fk , the closure of the union of all 
lines in JP~ passing through x E X and at least one more point 
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of X 9 is given by 
,...., 
vrhere X denotes the blowing up of X with center x . More-
over, Sc(x,X) ::?, C(x,X) the tangential cone of X at X In 
fact, we may assume X = (1~0~ .•• :0) , vvhere JP~ =Pro j (k CX0 , •.. ,YN] ) • 
Then nx and "-x gives the canonical D+(X0 ) _ /AN __, JPN- 1 - k k ' 
mapping any cone with vertex x onto it's projectivisation. 
:81inally A.x(Xx) is the projectivisation of C(x,X) , ·cf. [8], 
page 319. 
Now let D be the diagonal of JP~ x JP~ , and let 
be the blowing up with center D • A is any 
commutative ring with 1 • The basic construction is given by 
the following: 
Proposition 2. There exists a scheme T of finite type over A, 
and morphisms /, and f such that the following diagram is 
commutative: 
Moreover, if A is a field and x is an A-point of JP~ , 
then the fiber of (2) via pr2 is the diagram of Proposition 1. 
Finally A. and f are projective fiber bundles with 
fibers JPN- 1 and F 1 9 respectively. 
Proof. Write JP~ x JP~ = Proj(A[xixj jo_::i,j~~]); = Proj(A[xx]) , 
the grading being defined by xixj E A[xx] 1 • Put u. = D (x.) , l + l 
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N ]) . = ]) () (JPA X U . ) 
l l 
is the 
closed sub scheme of IP~ x Ui = Pro j ( A[xj /xi I j = 0 , ... , N] [x0 , ... , xN]) 
defined by 
xb - z.bx. , for all b I i l l 
where z .. = x./x .. If n. denotes the blowing up with center lJ J l l 
J)i 9 we get the diagrm 
z <---J 
Now put yib = xb - z.bx. for all b l l f. i . Then IPN A X u. l = 
Proj(A[ziblb I i][yiblbl i, X. J) The center ]). is given by l l 
yib = 0 for all b f. i . 
Hence z.~ Proj(A[X. Y.b; 0 < a,b < N, b I i]) = ul. X JPkN X JPNk- 1 
-l la l - -
is defined by X. Y.b = X.bY. for a f. i b f. i The pro-la l l la 
jection pr13 induces a morphism \i: £i ~ Ui x JP~- 1 = Ti To 
prove is that these morphisms may be pieced together to \: Z ~ T, 
N-1 
and that pr1: ui X IPk ~ ui may be pieced together to the 
morphism f . The rest of Proposition 2 is obvious. 
We have 
o E~fi ne/ 
and T .. lJ 
z .. = x .;x. l,J J l 
T. = Proj(k=Z.][Y. 0 , ••• ,Y .. 1 ,Y .. 1 , ••• ,Y. N]) 9 l l l, l9l- l,l+ l, 
= Proj(k[Z. ,1/Z .. ][Y. b! b I i]) = Proj(S .. ) where l l,J l, l,J 
Note that )~.-:- 1 (T .. ) = Z. n Z. = Z .. where l l,J -l -J -l,J 
Z. . = Pro j ( s. . ) and s. . 
-l,J l,J l,J is obtained from S. . by replas:ing l' J 
capital letters with small ones. The relations between z. b' 
l, 
y. b and z. b, y. b which identifies Z .. and Z .. sug-l9 J, J, -l,J -J,l 
gests how the isomorphisms 






s. . _, s. . 
J,l l,J 
y . b I--> y. b - ( Z . b/Z . . ) y. . J, l9 l, l,J l,J 
y . . :-· -> - ( y. . /Z . . ) J,l l,J l9J 
Z. b ~> Z. b/Z .. J, l, l,J for b I i 
z . . 1----> z. . J,l l9J 
for b I i 
It is easily verified that the morphisms h. . satisfy the l,J 
usual cocycle condition , so the schemes T. may be glued to-
l 
gether to a scheme T by means of the morphisms h. . • l,J 





--> z .. 
~J l 
I ' 
i g. . '\' 
T .. ~> T .. l,J J,l 
are commutative, it follows that the morphisms Ai may be glued 
together to a morphism A • Finally, to show that the morphisms 
f. may be glued together 9 we need to verify that the diagrams l 
are commutative. 
where f. . is the 
l9 J 
restriction of f. 
l 
But f. . is the composition of the canonical l9l 
morphisms Ti,j _, Spec(k[Zi,1/Zi,j]) _, F~=Proj(k[X09 ••• ,XN]) • 
This completes the proof. 
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Let Y be any Quasi-compact scheme 9 and extend the base 
in (2) with A=~ to Y . We get the diagram 
( 3) 
Further, let g be a quasi-projective mor1Jhism 9 and let i be 
a Y-embedding: 
(4) 
Then X x yX 
the closure in 
,.. N N is a subscheme oi JPY X IPy • 
~Y of ny- 1 (~- Dx;y) 




S C ( g, i) = pr 1 ( i1.y- 1 (/,y (X X yX) ) ) 
where the images are the scheme theoretic ones 9 
denote 
is the 
[1 L (9.5). 
When no confusion can arise, we vvri te Sc (g) • If Y = Spec ( k) 
where k is a field, we write Sc(X) instead of Sc(g) • 
Theorem 2. i) For all y E Y , Sc(g)y = 
relation holds for the geometric fibers 
Sc(X ) y and the similar 
ii) dim(Sc(g) ~ 2dim(X) + 1-dim(Y) (provided Y is of 
finite type over a field). 
Proof. i) is clear by construction, ii) follows by the facts 
that dim(X ><yX) = 2dim(X) - dim(Y) and that is a 1 JP- bundle 
JPq_ 9 s 
Now let 
N in JPk 
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denote the Grassmanian which parametrizes 
Recall that G1 (q_~N) = Proj(k[T. . IO<i..,<N]/1) 9 1: lo, .•. , l q - ""'-
where K[T. 0 I 0 < i <N] is graded by T. E s1 ~ 
lo' •.• ' lq ' - a- l 
i = (i09 ••• ,iq) , and I is the homogenous ideal generated by 
the elements 
( 5) 
T. - sign(c)T (") l CJ l for all permutations c 
Tj for all l such that ja = jb for some a/b 
Now define T in the same way as S , but with k replaced 
by ~ . Put Gy(q,N) = Proj(T) x ~y • Then it is clear by the 
above that 
( 6 ) 
and that a similar relation holds for the geometric fiber. 
Further, put 
JP~ = JP: X~ ••• ~ ]?: X ;;zG~ ( q, N) 
= Proj(~rx0 .••• x .. T. ! jb = o, ... ,N]) 
- do l~Ji l 
= Pro j ( T->E-) 
"~Nhere T"'(- is graded by 
and where the x 0 .••• X .. T. 9 s satisfy the relations induced ~ Jo l, Ji 2.:. 
by (5). Assume from now on that 0 < i < q_ < N. 
Finally~ let r~(i,q_~N) be the closed subscheme of JP~ 
defined by the ideal generated by the elements 
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for all 0 < 1 ~ i and all 0 < ia , jb < N . 
As before, put JPY = JPZ?; X Z:jy and I'y(i,q,N) = r:;z(i,q,N)xZ:jY. 
Then it's clear that for all y E Y , fy(i,q,N)y = rk(y)(i,q,N) 
is the incidence correspondence in JP~(y) x •.• xll?~(y) x Gk(y) (q,N): 
a k(y)-point p is in I'k(y)(q,N) . if and only if the linear 
N 
subspace of JPk(y) which corresponds to pri+2(p) contains 
pr1(p), ... ,pri+1(p) . (For a proof, see for instance [3], Propo-
sition (1.3).) 
Now let g~ X ~ Y be a quasi-projective morphism (where as 
before, it is understood that we fix a Y-embedding i ). 
Let U- VxyGy(q,N) , where V c X Xy•••xy X denotes the 
commpoement of the diagonals •. 
Put Gy(g,q)i = pri+11u nry(i,q,N) . Then, for all y E Y , 
(Gy(g,q)i)y is the subset of Gk(y)(q,N) consisting of the 
points which correspond to JPq's with i+1 or more points in 
common with Xy • 
Let 
be the morphisms induced by the projections. 
Then define 
Theorem 2. i) (Sc(g,q)i)y = Sc(Xy,q)i and similar for the 
geometric fiber. Furthermore, if Y is an irreducible scheme 
of finite type over a field, nnd thoro o:;iists u. no1~ onpty open sub-
' sAt Y of Y such that for n.ll y in l ', XY®lr( y) is not contRined in 
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ii) dim(Gy(g~~)i) < (~-i)(N-~) + (i+1)dim(X) - i dim(Y) 
iii) dim(Sc(g~~)i) < (~-i)(N-~) + ~ + (i+1)dim(X) - i dim(Y). 
Proof. i) is immediate by the construction. For ii)~wo nay 
I D.f3.SU.r~e that Y = Y . It suffices to show thctt 
dim(U n r y( i ~ ~,N)) < ( ~-i) (N-~) + ( i+ 1) ( dim(X)- dim(Y)) 
moreovers 
since Y is of finite type over a field. Finally, if y E Y 
is a closed point~ then 
u n ry(i~~,N)Y ®k(y)k(y) = uy n rk(y)(i~~,N) 
and U c X x •.. xX (X = X ® k ( y) ) y y y y y 
denotes the complement of the diagonals, as before. 
To complete the proof, it suffices to prove that 
Indeed~ dim(X ) > dim(X) - dim(Y) and e~uality holds for all y y -
in an open dense subset w 1 of Y • ( [ 1], n ( 11. 1. 1) :1nd ( 6. 1. 2) . 
Togeth~r with (5) thie implies 
for all As before~ there is an open dense subset 
of Y such that for all Y E W 2 ~ 
dim(un I'y(i,~ 9 N) = dim(un I'y(i,~ 9 N) - dim(Y) 
Hence taking y E w1 n W2 , we get 
w 2 
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= dim ( u n r y ( i ~ q_ ~ N) Y) + dim ( Y) 
< (q_-i)(N-q_) + (i+1)dim(X) - i dim(Y) . 
To prove (5), it suffices to show the following~ There exists an 
open dense subset IJV of Xyx ... xXY ? such that if 
a= (a0 , .•. ,ai) E W is a closed point~ then 
For this, we let W be the subset of Xyx •.• xXY defined by 
( a 0 ~ ... ? a. ) E IJV <=> the linear subspace of JP~) l k\y 
spanned by ao~···'ai is of dimension i . 
Clearly W is open and dense, and (6) follows by the well known 
fact that if Fi cF~ then the set of points in GK(q_,N) which 
correspond to JP~'s containing Jl?i , is closed, and isomorphic 
to GK(q_-i-1, N-i-1) which is of dimension 
((q_-i-1)+1)(N-i-1(q_-i-1)) = (q_-i)(N-q_) (cf. [2]). 
iii) follows from ii) by means of the easily verified fact 
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